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Coming Next

loud buzzing sound reverberated
in the auditorium of the beehive
as thousands of bees from around
the world gathered. The commotion was
put to rest as the Queen Bee took to the
podium, “Our hearts buzz with grief as
we mourn the loss of 18 billion of our fellow friends in Australia, who have been
laid to rest. I have been inundated with
letters since, some seeking revenge, other
demanding justice for the departed souls.
But before we make the clarion call, we
must see the full picture, our female
worker bees have compiled a comprehensive report for all of us.”
At this point, she gestured towards the
head female worker, who after a quick
curtsy began, “According to our research,
the Australian government has till now
wiped out a total of 600 hives, each comprising 30,000 bees to save its multimillion-dollar honey industry.” Loud gasps
filled the air. Clearing her throat, she continued, “The bees have been exterminated
because of Varroa mites; a sesame seed
sized parasite that travels from bee to bee,
and via beekeeping equipment. These
mites feeds on the body fat of its host, reducing its ability to fly, gather food and
produce honey, cause malformation in the
larvae and pupae in addition to transmitting numerous viruses. Heavy infestations
lead to crippled bees and a reduced lifespan. Ecologists call the varroa mite ‘a little vampire’, which build up in huge
numbers in a short span of time, eventually killing honeybee hives if chemical
treatments are not used.”
“Kill those vampires,” roared a voice
from the audience. Others chimed in turning the buzz into a chant. “Silence,” said

the queen. “The government is
already at it,” she said gesturing towards another bee who seemed to
be drowning in a sea of papers. “Yes, my
lord!” said the bee as she made her way to
the center stage, tumbling and mumbling.
“Multiple strict biosecurity zones have
been established in New South Wales to
limit the movement of bees, honey, hives
and comb in the infected areas. Both professional and amateur beekeepers have
been forbidden from moving hives, bees
or honeycombs. Victoria, Queensland and
South Australia have temporarily banned
bee products from neighbouring New
South Wales. And…” the bee began to
stutter.
“And what?” demanded the queen, in a
tone full of anger. Petrified, the worker
bee, stammered, “…A..an..nd any hives
within 10 kilometers of infested locations
- about 400 so far - will also be destroyed,
while colonies within 25 kilometers will
be inspected and monitored.”At this, the
queen’s temperatures rose, so much so
that the angry smoke coming out could be
seen. “But why must our kind be killed
for some parasite? I am sure we have
been attacked by the parasite earlier too.”
“Yes, in 2016, 2018 and 2020,” replied
the female worker meekly, “but this time
the infestation of the Varroa mite is widespread. And then, there is a lot of honey at

stake - approx 20,000 to
30,000 tonnes, which is
the sum total amount
of honey Australia
produces
every
year.”
Honey…the
mere sound of
the
word
seemed to have
cast its sweet
magic on the
angry crowd and
furious queen.
The worker bee
took advantage
of the situation
and added on,
“Australia is
home
to
30,000 registered beekeepers
who own
approximately
668,000
hives. In fact, the country is
known to be one of the top ten honey producers in the world. Other than honey,
many honeybee products such as
beeswax, pollen, propolis and queen bees,
packaged bees, paid pollination services
are also provided by the country. Hence,
the gross value of production of the industry stands at $147 million a year. So,
you see the stakes are pretty high.”
The head of the worker bees decides to
chime in here, “That’s not all. This infestation comes at a time when the country’s
agricultural industry is already dealing
with a sharp increase in energy prices due
to the Russia-Ukraine war, supply-chain
issues, bushfires, floods, and a recent
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Do you think the high
demand of fertilisers and
global rise in their price
will act as a double edged
sword for India’s
agriculture sector?
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mouse plague. Almost one-third of Australia’s food production relies on bee pollination - including almonds, apples and
avocadoes. So, a concrete action plan was
required to control the spread of the Varroa parasite as loss of bee colonies will
cost Australia’s honey and food production industries millions of dollars.”
There was an eerie silence in the auditorium. The dilemma of to bee or not to bee
was pervasive. The queen who found herself engulfed in similar misery rose from
her seat, “I know we have been through a
great loss. But one must accept fate for
the greater good and HONEY.”G T

The sneaky artist
Finding The Art Hidden In The Mundane Things Around Us

M

Divija Durga & Aditri Jha, AIS Noida, XII

eet Nishant Jain aka
Sneaky Artist, a writer,
cartoonist, and a podcaster based in Vancouver, Canada.
His artistic name may be ‘Sneaky’
and his work, analogous to his
name, might involve secretly
drawing/painting beauty from
the world around, but his actions and achievements are far
from stealthy. With his project ‘Faces for India’, where
he managed to raise over
10,000 USD for COVID19 relief through his art. To
elaborate about his passion
for art and his relationship with
it, he indulged in an exclusive conversation with GT reporters; we
bring you excerpts from the
same…

On his journey

Nishant Jain, Sneaky Artist

I have a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from India.
And then, I went to the Nether-

lands to study for my masters. However, I always
found myself drawing and writing on the side. My
education as such didn’t directly train me to be an
artist, but it did give me the ability to learn and build
skills. That’s what I’m applying today. I’ve never
been taught art, but I’m teaching myself new techniques and getting better at them. Well, practice does
make one perfect.

On SneakyArt

The SneakyArt started because I did not know how to
draw, but I wanted to teach myself to draw better. I
thought that the best way would be to go out in public places to watch people and things, and inconspicuously draw, so that people don’t see me making bad
drawings in my notebook. After some time, as such,
I got better at it. Today, I define sneaky art as the art
that I observe in my world, happening around us all
the time but without really announcing itself. For
there’s a lot of artistic beauty in the seemingly mundane tasks, but only if you see it, observe it, and put
it down on paper in some of the ways that I do.

On ‘Faces for India’

Due to the pandemic, many people felt helpless as
they were either suffering or were unable to help others owing to a severe lack of means to do the same.
This made me realise that for every ten people that

GT reporters in conversation with Nishant Jain

donate, 100 don’t. Not because they don’t want to but
because they want to donate for a good cause and
simply lacked the motivation for the same. This is
where my role as a facilitator came into the picture.
I got donations from all those interested by drawing
their portraits. This way, beyond the idea of helping
people, the donors got an incentive of a portrait. I did
something similar in 2020 too, where I drew peoples’
work-from-home setups. This project helped those
who needed the money, and on my end, I felt like I
was being productive and not just feeling bad about
the situation. Once I reached 100, I was picked up by
some local news and radio stations here in Vancouver, accelerating my reach. The people had been
super generous throughout the journey, and I’m very
thankful for that.
Continued on page 6...
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hile we sit on our couch just breathing,
a lot of things happen around us, and
sometimes in our very own country. We
bring you the ones worth mentioning.

NDMC to launch mobile education vans

News: Inspired by Gujarat’s ‘school on wheels’ initiative, the New Delhi Municipal Corporation
(NDMC) plans to launch mobile education vans for
poor children. The project will entail mobile vans
being redesigned as classrooms replete with desks,
lights, fans, etc. Aimed at dropouts, kids who are
seen begging on traffic signals, children of labourers, etc., the project intends to make education easily accessible. In the longer haul, these mobile vans
may be used both as day school and night school.
Views: While there is no underestimating the significance of education in nation development, a
major roadblock to achieving education for all is inaccessibility. In fact, a lot of children who want to
study are unable to do so simply because the school
is far off or not in their immediate vicinity. This
project will literally deliver education at their
doorstep. It is thus a fantastic step towards ensuring
access to education, especially for the underprivileged. We need more initiatives like these to ensure
that no child in the country remains illiterate.
Ranya Sharma, AIS Gur 46, X H

Vehicles gifted to Nepal

News: India gifted 75 ambulances and 17 school

buses to Nepal in an endeavour to boost its ‘robust
and long standing’ relationship with the country.
This friendly gesture is also aimed at bolstering the
country’s infrastructure in the health and education
sector. The 75 buses are a symbol of India’s recently concluded 75 years of independence. This
initiative is one of the longest standing traditions
under the Nepal-India Partnership Programme.
Views: It is not the first time that India has helped
Nepal. India’s efforts to not only provide ambulances and buses to boost healthcare and education,
but also finance a slew of infrastructure projects are
critical to maintaining and fostering the diplomatic
ties between the two nations. India and Nepal have
a unique friendship and collaborative relationship
that only has a few equivalents in the world. Their
relationship as such is close, thorough, and a multifaceted one.
Kuhu Gupta, AIS Gur 46, XII J

New pod hotels at CSMT

News: Indian Railways has launched a sleeping
pod hotel at Chattrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminus,
Mumbai. A pod hotel is a small hotel that comprises several small-sized rooms called capsules
that will allow the commuters to enjoy affordable
overnight accommodation at the railway station itself. At present, there are forty pods, including
thirty single ones, six double, and four family pods.
This state-of-the-art facility offers air conditioning,
mobile charging, deluxe toilet and bathroom, luggage room, and more. It will soon be open for public use later this month.
Views: This is such a welcome move, given that
one was left with only two options in case a train
was delayed - waiting in the luggage room or
scrounging for an accommodation in the vicinity
every time. The latter is always expensive as hotels
adjacent to railways stations and airports always
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tend to charge higher. These pods mean that one
can comfortably stay at the railway station itself
and that too at an affordable cost. While this pod
hotel will benefit everyone, it is going to be even
more beneficial for the senior citizens who had to
face difficulties waiting at railway stations, jostling
for space in the luggage room.
Simran Jain, AIS Gur 46, X J

SUDAN

New Force commander appointed

Succeeding Lt Gen Shailesh Tinaikar,
Lt Gen Mohan Subramanian of Indian army got
appointed as the new Force Commander of the
United Nations Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS).
Having previously served as the General Officer
Commanding, Military Region, India, his
appointment took place on July 5, furthering India’s
position as one of the largest suppliers of uniformed
personnel to UN peacekeeping.

Health emergency in Puducherry

News: Directorate of Family Health and Welfare
in Puducherry has declared a health emergency in
the Karaikal district as a large number of people in
the area were found battling acute diarrhea. This
was reportedly caused due to contamination of
drinking water because of a sewage leaking into
piped water supply. A team of doctors has been
formed to tackle the situation, and the citizens of
the district have been strictly advised to take precautionary methods, such as only drinking boiled
water, to prevent further contamination in the area.
Views: The outbreak in Puducherry is worrisome
as it has brought the entire city to a standstill. It
has caused several schools to shut down in order
to allow the concerned authorities to look into the
water and sewage system. As many people have
fallen prey to this sudden outbreak, it raises many
questions about the availability of fresh water even
in remote places and further ensuring that it is fit
for drinking. The authorities must ensure freshwater availability to control the situation and prevent
any further damage.
Ritisha Roy, AIS Gur 46, XI Synchro 2

TURKEY

Highest inflation in years

As per a report released by the
Turkish Statistical Institute, the nation’s annual inflation
surged to a 24 year-high of 78.62% at the end of June,
with rising commodity prices, the ongoing RussiaUkraine crisis, etc., as some of the reasons cited for
the same. The situation has led to a 93% increase in
the cost of food and non-alcoholic drinks in the nation,
with the transportation sector witnessing a 123.37%
price surge, highest of all sectors.

SAUDI ARABIA

USA

Largest hajj since COVID

Dinosaur skeleton to be sold

A 76-million-year-old, fossilised
skeleton of a Gorgosaurus
dinosaur, a relative of the
Tyrannosaurus rex, is all set to
be auctioned by Sotheby’s,
New York, on July 28. The said
species was found in Montana
in 2018, and is 10 feet tall and
22 feet long. Since all the other
Gorgosaurus skeletons are
currently under the ownership
of museums across the globe,
this specimen becomes the first
and only one that’s available for
private possession.

News
Flash
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Jawaharlal Nehru was the first and the
longest serving prime minister of India.
He served for more than 16 years, i.e.,
from August 5, 1947 to May 27, 1964.

ITALY

Glacier collapse kills nine

A huge part of the nation’s
biggest Alpine glacier on Marmolada Mountain,
highest peak in the Dolomites, collapsed and
came crashing down at a speed of 300 kms per
hour, killing nine people, with an additional three
unaccounted for still. Since the tragedy struck a
day after the glacier experienced a record-high
temperature of 50 degrees Fahrenheit, PM Draghi
blamed climate change for the same.

SRI LANKA

International donor meet

PM Wickremesinghe, on July
5, pronounced his decision to hold an
international donor-aid conference of friendly
nations, including India, Japan and China, in
order to give a much-needed boost to the
country’s sagging economy. Aimed at creating an
aid consortium of sorts, the meet would hit the
ground running once the nation manages to
secure a bailout package deal with the IMF.

Over one million Muslim pilgrims
flocked to the holiest site in
Islam, Mecca, on July 6, 2022, to
kick start the biggest Hajj
pilgrimage since the COVID-19
outbreak. According to the
announcement made in April
2022, anyone under the age of
65 and vaccinated could attend
this year’s Hajj under strict
hygienic conditions. For the
health and safety of the pilgrims,
the Saudi Health Ministry too has
readied 23 hospitals and over
147 health centers in both
Mecca and Medina.

►Japan: Former Japan Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe, assassinated during campaign speech ►Norway: Oil and gas workers go
on strike, demanding pay raise, amidst gas shortage and inflation ►UK: Prime Minister Boris Johnson resigns

Indian PMs

Former Indian PM, Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee, was awarded Bharat Ratna Award,
the highest Indian civilian honour, in 2015.

Cartoon
kahin ka!

Illustration: Tanushree Mittal, AIS Vas 1, XII C

Nandika Sobti, AIS Vas 1, X A

After completing 10+2, one

can pursue fine arts or visual
arts course and obtain
bachelor’s degree such as
BSc, BVA, BDes and BFA.
Once done with bachelors,
one can also apply for
master’s degree - MA, MVA,
MSc, MFA and MDes.

comic, which might be a whole
strip or a single panel.





One might think of gaming as a
solitary business, but most children regard it as a social activity.
Because games allow children to
interact with people from different age groups and to make new
friends. These transcend geographical, religious, and political
boundaries, providing a common
interest for children from various
cultures and allowing them to
play and learn together. Besides,
role-play, cooperation, and collaboration are all good ways to
encourage pro social behaviour.

Clicking and thinking

In a video game, every decision
has risks and consequences, so
skilled gamers know how to
weigh their options and use their
best judgement to complete missions and campaigns. These de-

ally created with traditional tools like pen,
pencil and paper, but
lately, digital comics and
cartoons have also
gained recognition.

Book: The Giver
Author: Lois Lowry
Published in: 1993
Genre: Young adult dystopian fiction

The job of a cartoonist requires brainstorming

considered such as Indian Institute of Cartoonists,
National Institute of Fashion Technology, Pearl
Academy, Jamia Millia Islamia, Zee Institute of
Creative Art Studios, National Institute of Design, etc.

A community activity

The cartoons are usu-

the prerequisites of being a cartoonist.

Even in India, there are universities that can be

“S

Rake
in
that
review


A cartoonist usually produces work in the form of a

colleges in the world that offer education in the stream,
some of them being Royal College of Art, University of
the Arts London, Parsons School of Design, Rhode
Island School of Design, California Institute of Arts,
University of Derby.

top with those video
games, will you? It’s
not that you will
learn something from them anyway?”, has become the classic
parental response to a child’s
over indulgence in video games.
But it seems quite right, doesn’t
it? Well, surprisingly not! In the
concrete, there are a plethora of
things one can learn from the online games out there. Of course,
not all of them, as there are
games that teach us little to nothing. However, the right games,
when played correctly, can inspire learning, ensure better
skills, improve coordination, and
lift our spirits. Read on to know
how…

Cartoonist is a job where people use their artistic

Having a sense of humour and being creative are

There is a lot of scope for
cartoonist as a career. Some of the
platforms that engage cartoonists
are publishing houses,
newspapers, magazines,
advertising companies and
agencies, television industry,
film industry and other forms
of media. A cartoonist can
also work as a freelancer by
opting for commissionbased projects and
assignments to work on.

Education & Enhancement
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skills to create drawings, illustrations, comic strips, etc.

There are many universities and

Saamya Arora
AIS Saket, XI F

Learning Curve
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ideas, outlining comics and designing the same, communicating with clients and customers, and sometimes even collaborating with other
artists to create a joint project.

With an eye for detail, a car-

toonist must have an in-depth
knowledge of colour theory because every animation/cartoon is a
combination of required colours. So,
they should know the use of colours
to depict the right thoughts and emotions through their cartoons.

In India, there are many
organisations that work regularly in
the stream and are continuously
looking for budding
cartoonists and illustrators
to work as freelancers or
even on project-basis;
some of these
organisations are Times of
India, The Indian Express, The
Guardian, Doordarshan, The Quint,
Buzzfeed, Cartoon Network, etc.
We also have a rich history of

famous cartoonists in the country
from whom inspiration can be taken,
like RK Laxman, Abu Abraham, K
Shankar Pillai, OV Vijayan.

Coming to the remuneration, it

varies from person to person as well
as factors like skills, experience,
reach, etc. The starting salary,
however, is around 1,80,0002,50,000 INR per annum, and can
extend up to 5,00,000-7,00,000
INR per annum for middle to senior
level positions.

Synopsis: The Giver is a brilliantly written story that starts
with a utopian world that is
slowly revealed to be as
dystopian as it gets. The story is
full of kindness and innocence
and follows the tale of a 12-yearold boy, Jonas, as he navigates
what was designed to be a
‘utopian’ society, confronting
shocking realities, revelations,
and hidden philosophies about
the world around him. While society has exalted the idea of
sameness and equality by eradicating emotions, perceptions,
memory, and individuality,
Jonas soon discovers that this
paradoxical paradise is simply a
flawed space of complex ideals,
identities, and emotional weight.
Why is it worth reading: The
story questions what is right and
what is wrong in the presented
society. The journey of Jonas’
metamorphosis from a calm
and timid boy to someone who
is ready to risk his future and
unravel the risks of life is
thrilling and deserves a read.
The author has beautifully
woven the plot to express the
disadvantages of sameness
since the beginning of the book.
Whilst reading, you will be able

Learn while playing

Online Gaming - An Addiction Or A New Skill To Learn?
cisions often have to be made in
a split second, so gamers must
develop analytical skills quickly
in high-pressure situations and
maintain calmness in stressful
situations. In today’s world, it is
very essential to have critical and
quick-thinking skills, and they
can be highly developed, all
thanks to video games!

Booster shot
to education

Early video games - and many
today - required hours of practice
to advance to higher levels or
had the privilege to buy additional spoils, titles or strengths.
Classroom analogues of
homework and other ‘drill
and practice’ mirror the
benefits of video skill
enhancements
so
that higher levels
such as grades,
class rankings,
promotions,
and recognition
can be derived
in the future.
Furthermore,
games
like
Minecraft are a direct source of improving
education
because the techniques
used in the sandbox system

are very similar to a school’s curriculum of mathematics, coding,
and other STEM subjects, giving
rise to gamification.

Susceptibility to
cognitive ability

Games like PUBG and Fortnite
require immense concentration
to keep track of the map and the
enemy location. According to a

study, playing such immersive
3D rich video games engages the
brain’s hippocampus area, which
is associated with complex learning and memory, as these have a
lot of immersive data and information that the players need to
keep track of to ensure virtual
survival. These action games
also improve our visual processing ability, which means that

these make us better at identifying the important information
and ignoring all the irrelevant
distractors (if any).

Popping that
stress bubble

Studies have consistently shown
that gaming relaxes people and
allows them to unwind and escape the turbulence of work

to relate to and visualise the
beautiful process of growing
up. Lowry, through his protagonist, portrays how an innocent
mind of child suddenly changes
into a mind of adult who starts
questioning things around him.
This morally driven novel is a
must read for not just children
but also adults who can relate
the tale to themselves at various
levels. It is a quick read but will
take you to a state where you
will be forced to create the ending in your head.
Iconic quote: “If everything’s
the same, then there aren’t any
choices!”
Rating: 
Review by: Shaurya Jain
AIS Pushp Vihar, VIII B
pressure and personal problems.
While there are games designed
to increase your adrenaline,
these are still considered therapeutic, stress-relieving activities
because these games allow people to disconnect from the outside world for a short period.
Gaming also provides instant
gratification and a self-esteemboosting sense of accomplishment which serves as an ultimate
motivator for several people who
lack it in their everyday lives.

Is this to say that everyone
should stay up all night fighting
the bad guys? No! Anything in
excess is harmful. But, if you
need to up your game in life, you
can perhaps try your hand at online gaming in moderation, and
who knows you might just get
there sooner or later. G T

Vocabathon
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Battle Of Wits

Indian PMs
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India’s second PM, Lal Bahadur
Shastri, played a key role in the
promotion of campaigns – White
revolution and Green revolution.

The
magic
of
words
“T

he last motive in the world for acquiring vocabulary should be to impress. Words should be acquired because we urgently
need them - to convey, to reach, to express something within us, and to understand others,” said Vanna Bonta, and rightly
so! With the same intent to enrich young minds, Amity Group of Schools organised Vocabathon from April 25-28, 2022. A battle
of wits, the competition saw participation in large numbers from all branches. Here’s a sneak peek of the padlet wall where these
budding Shakespeares opened up about their overall experience at the event. (Read more about the event on page 11)
TIME TO REVIEW

Aarushi Kaushik
AIS Saket, IX C

“Vocabathon 2022 was a spectacular event.
It is believed that vocabulary development is
hardly about mechanically going through a
list of words, synonyms, antonyms, contexts
and phrases, for it is more about the subtle
and intriguing process of noticing and
understanding; Vocabathon’22 taught me the
best ways to learn the same. I hope that this
competition will carry on reminding us of
what humans can do and along with that,
encourage an understanding of the world
through words!”

TIME TO REVIEW

Tvisha Sharma
AIS Vasundhara 6, III

“The great experience and learning
What we call an amazing journey
Match to catch, spell me correctly
My teacher taught me perfectly
Riddle-diddle, idioms, and you
It was something really new
Unscramble them and see the fun
All the rounds were greatly done
No matter who lost or who won
It was a wonderful Vocabathon.”

TIME TO REVIEW

Chinmay Karwa
AIS Gurugram 46, VIII D

“Words give wings to the way you
communicate with others and boost your
confidence while articulating. And
Vocabathon did just the same for me. The
whole journey itself was full of enthusiasm
and zeal. As it has been rightly said by
Rudolf Flesh, “You can’t build a vocabulary if
you never meet any new words.” So, here, I
met some 200 new words, and each word
had two synonyms and two antonyms. So,
approximately, my memory is enriched with
1,000 new words. This experience inspired
me to work hard for the prize and also
enhanced my vocabulary and communication
skills. Honestly, I am counting my days to
participate in Vocabathon next year as well.”

TIME TO REVIEW

Rajit Ranjan Pandey
AIS Gurugram 43, IX B

“A very useful opportunity for students to build
their vocabulary and become the wordsmiths
of unmatched charisma, Vocabathon has
been a delight to watch and participate in. The
segment ‘battle of wits’ had every fiber of my
being burning with the desire to win. But what
was more important, as I realised, was
learning - the reason of it all. I would like to
thank Founder sir and Chairperson ma’am for
providing us with this opportunity. Also, many
congratulations to the winners!”

TIME TO REVIEW

Bhavya Bhardwaj
AIS Jagdishpur, VIII A

“Vocabulary gives us wings to spread our
powerful emotions, thoughts, and ideas all
over the world. It is the clay that shapes our
thoughts and presents us in front of the world.
Vocabathon 2022 was such an experience,
and I am thankful to my teacher, Kakoli
Bhattacharya ma’am, for providing me with
this opportunity to hone my skills and
represent my school at such a great platform.”

TIME TO REVIEW

Reyansh Bansal
AIS Noida, III K

“The first test was spell me right
And the words correctly I did recite
Match to catch was next in line
Learnt synonyms and felt on cloud nine

Riddle-diddle was the next round
The veiled meaning I slowly found
The idioms made me more intelligent
For they said a thing but meant different

Unscrambling the letters was such fun
Jumbled word game is second to none
What a roller coaster journey it has been
Full of challenges, opportunities unseen

Each moment I learnt something new
More confident I gradually grew
Every day in Vocabathon was a contest
And each one of us tried our level best.”

TIME TO REVIEW

Prisha Sharma
AIS Mohali, XII

“Vocabathon was as interesting an event as
its name suggests. It helped me learn many
new words, synonyms, riddles, jumble
words, and idioms. I also got to discover how
I loved solving riddles and had a keen
interest in learning new words. The platform
helped me understand how the process of
learning can be fun as well.”

TIME TO REVIEW

Vidhi Jain
AIS Vasundhara 1, XII

“Vocabathon 2022 has been a roller coaster
journey. From not expecting to clear the first
stage to entering the final round; from being
overwhelmed with happiness of getting
selected to the jitters of nervousness at the
thoughts of failure, this competition was
worth every single bit of it. Thank you,
Chairperson ma’am, our guide and mentor,
for providing all the Amitians with a chance
to expand their vocabulary and
communication skills. A token of gratitude to
Debosmita ma’am and Sanjay sir for
tutoring, mentoring, and helping me pave my
way through this competition till the last
stage. This opportunity helped me expand
my knowledge, all while giving me a peek of
the competitive world.”

TIME TO REVIEW

Sonam Gurjar
AIS Gwalior, X A

“I was fortunate to be a part of this wonderful
competition, and had a great time preparing
for it as it helped me discover the best version
of myself each day. I express my heartfelt
gratitude to the honorable Chairperson
ma’am for giving me an opportunity to be a
part of Vocabathon, a marathon of
vocabulary. We had to qualify different rounds
to reach to the final round. More than a
competition, it was a series of activities full of
learning that enhanced my vocabulary and
communication skills. I would always like to
be a part of such fun-filled events.”

Indira Gandhi is the only female
PM in the country’s history. She
nationalised 14 banks during her
first term.

Indian PMs

Intellect, not illuminati

U, Me Aur Hum

A Guide To Beating Conspirophiles At Their Own Game

T

Ananta Taneja
AIS Vasundhara 1, XII D

he world is full of conspiracies, some true and
some just nonsensically
funny. Likewise, there’s no
dearth of people who are quick
to take these theories at face
value. Wish to burst their bubbles? Here’s how you can give it
an effort without offending them.
Disclaimer: If you are reading
this piece in hopes of learning
how to talk to your conspiracy
believer friend or even family
member, beware of the backlash
and of finding yourself in a debate competition out of nowhere.
It is also important to know that
they would be experiencing five
stages of emotions, i.e., indifference, anger, pride, confusion,
and calm, during this testing, so
be on the lookout, but if things
still end up going south, forget
that I was the brains behind this
social experiment.

cause everyone has a Netflix account these days.

Step 2: Keep in mind to not acknowledge the fact that they believe in false information. Never
tell a shark it’s a killer. It’ll bite.
They always do. So, if they mention an inane theory they believe
in, always retaliate with an even
more unbelievable thesis. For instance, if a friend who believes
the moon landing was fake and
asks your opinion on it, say, “do
you believe in the moon?” and
scoff. They will back off. If they
roll their eyes, let them.

Step 1: Sit them down for ‘the
talk’. If they don’t want to, lure
them in with a witty and thrilling
conspiracy theory about how
hanging an air tag somewhere in
your space traps COVID19. They’ll jump right
in, like your friend
onto your Disney+
Hotstar account, be-

N

Suhani Malik, Alumna & Shayori Dey, XII
AIS Pushp Vihar

ews flash - A beautiful crown, alleging to be in the ownership of Queen
Elizabeth II of the country known as
England found wandering and disorientated
near the Tower of London. Post hours and
hours of investigation, here’s what the purported ‘most prestigious crown jewel in the
world’ perorates to reflect its historicity and
its authenticity.
Disclaimer: A little demented, typical for
somebody gone astray, the crown’s disclosures are abound in drama. Please bear with
us because we have a long story that seriously needs to be heard!
“I forge monarchs (am forged for monarchs
to be accurate, but you don’t need to know
that); I bestow them with the supreme power
of sovereignty; I’ve seen the ascent and descent of some of the most illustrious rulers,
the likes of Henry V, Henry VII, and Charles
I amongst others (even so, my eminence and
splendour remains unscathed), so can you
guess who am I?”
“Ma’am, while we appreciate your standing,
we ain’t got time for your games. So, can we
just get a de regle statement sans self-puffery,
if you please?”
“A crown without a little self-aggrandisement is...well...a monarch without a crown,
or God without his godliness - unthinkable.
But, just because you insist, I am the distinguished Imperial State Crown of England.
Aged 183, having faced several compositional changes over the years, I was originally fashioned in my current state by
Rundell, Bridge & Co. for Queen Victoria’s
coronation in 1838.
However, I was named the Imperial State

Step 3: Never tell a believer that
their theories are stupid. You can
think about it, but never say it
out loud to their faces. Being told
one’s favourite conspiracy theory is dumb, evidence-less, and
nonsensical is unlikely to bring
them to their senses, even if it is
true. But if you do wish to say so,
I present a choice to you: would
you like to be struck with a frying pan by a conspiracy-theorist
Rapunzel or rather be safe and
feel like Scar from The Lion
King when he says, “I’m sur-

rounded by idiots”? Before you
choose, please be sure that you
get the references used.

So, if you ever get to try these
tricks on someone and successfully manage to get them out of
the Upside Down, do inform me;
I could use the details. Also, on
a serious note, don’t forget that
one conversation would not
miraculously change how their
mind perceives things, and that
is okay. Because at the end of the
day, habits and thought patterns
are not something one can
change overnight. It takes
time and that’s completely fine!G T
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MOVIE REVIEW

Rake in that
review

Movie: Interstellar
Director: Christopher Nolan
Released on: November 7, 2014
Starring: Matthew McConaughey,
Anne Hathaway, Jessica Chastain
and Matt Damon
Genre: Sci-fi, action, adventure

Synopsis: The movie revolves
around a team of explorers who
travel through a wormhole into
space to ensure humanity’s survival. Set in American Midwest,
Dr
Cooper,
an
ex-engineer and a former pilot,
is tied to his farming land with
his daughter, Murphy and son,
Tom. As devastating sandstorms ravage the crops on
earth, with increasing scarcity
of food and other essentials,
people realise that their life on
this planet is coming to an end.
A series of events as such take
Dr Cooper to a NASA facility
near his home, where he is
asked to go on a daring mission,
with a few other scientists, to
find a new habitable planet before Earth decays. Divided on
whether he should go or stay
with his children, Dr Cooper
struggles to make a choice. In
the end, he takes on the journey.
Watch the movie to know what

The crown

Crown back in the 15th century,
when Henry V and his successors entreated the creation of a closed arch
crown, my earliest incarnation, contrary to the open crown that reigned
the sphere before that. For the unversed, arches were a symbol of sovereignty by then. And I went with the
trend! English monarchs shone in my
glory until abolition of monarchy and
the execution of Charles I in 1649,
when he-who-I-hate-to-name, Oliver
Cromwell, tore me asunder and sold
my invaluable components for a mea-

Whose life is it anyway?

5

gre 1,100 euros. Pathetic would
be an understatement! Howbeit, upon the restoration of
monarchy in 1660, I was born
again. You all believe in reincarnation, right, don’t you?
For since then, I have existed
in over 10 forms, the 1838 one
being the most lionised version,
passed down through generation after generation.”
“So, all that you just divulged
was the tale of your previous
life? *looks with disgust*

happens next.
Why is it watch-worthy: A
must-watch for sci-fi lovers,
this movie is an excellent amalgamation of science and philosophy. It has a gripping narrative
and mentally stimulating visuals. The film plays with the idea
of space exploration, time and
gravity, and explains the beautiful father-daughter bond in a
very subtle manner. It also
posits humanity as the ultimate
saving grace that possesses intelligence and capability of exploring the unknown.
Iconic dialogue: “A machine
doesn’t improvise well because you cannot program a
fear of death. Our survival instinct is our greatest source of
inspiration.”
Rating: 
Review by: Gouri Srivastava
AIS VKC Lucknow, XI

Ma’am, we again request you to not beat
around the bush and be concise.”
“Fine! *eye roll* Well, Duke of Argyll accidently dropped me on the floor in 1845, while
Queen Victoria sat there watching me break.
All that glows isn’t bold, you see! Thus, I was
remounted again in 1937 for George VI’s
coronation, and again in 1953 for the coronation of my present holder, Queen Elizabeth
II; my head size was reduced to fit hers and
my arches were also shortened a bit, perhaps
to match the Queen’s height. Oops! Can we
cut that part? For she dons me every year for
the State Opening of Parliament. At other
times, I am locked inside the Tower of London. Cannot afford to lose her faith in me at
this point, honestly.
“That explains your last location. Also, what
were you last seen wearing, ma’am? All just
for identification purposes!”
“Umm…I am wearing Manish… er I am
wrapped in gold with oak leaf patterns, and
am the most spectacularly-colourful diadem
ever made with 2868 diamonds, 17 sapphires,
four rubies, 11 emeralds and 269 pearls in totality. I hold the breathtaking Black Prince
Ruby by a cross pattee design as the centerpiece along with four fleurs-de-lis at the
edges, also, the St. Edward’s Sapphire, an octagonal rose cut stone taken from the ring of
Edward the Confessor. At the intersection of
the two arches sit four large pearls rose diamond caps, also known as Queen Elizabeth
I’s earrings. Weighing 3,601 carats, the huge
cushion cut Cullinan II diamond, known as
the second star of Africa, also forms a part of
my magnificent composition. Each part of
me is precious, carrying centuries of rich
heritage and cultural tales. Thusly, my bearers may change but my sanctity shall never
contract. I live, and shall continue to do so
till the end of my royal pact!”
PS: True owners beseeched to contact the
news source or the UK Police with bona fide
entitlement papers. The earlier you approach, the better (for us), so, please come
and take it away!

Muse
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Smart
inventors

If there is one single phrase
that can be used to define the
contemporary times we live
in, it has to be ‘intelligence
driven by innovation’. This is
the reason why we attach the
prefix ‘smart’ to almost
Dr Amita Chauhan
everything we now use in our
Chairperson
daily lives, like smart TVs,
smartphones and even smart pens. Indeed, the
real artist in this new age is the human mind
which has the ability to surpass itself with every
new invention or innovation. I feel elated and
proud that I can describe my Amitians in a similar
way, as they have shown time and again that their
spirit of innovation is second to none. And, this
enterprising spirit has been duly awarded and
recognised by industry stalwarts as well.
The latest celebration belongs to Krish Bhatnagar
and Dhruvi Gupta of AIS Vas 6, who were special
invitees at the national workshop on ‘IP and
Youth: Innovating for Better Future’. The event
was organised by CSIR-National Institute of Science Communication and Policy Research to
commemorate World Intellectual Property Day
on April 26. In the past, both these innovators
have won several laurels for Amity at both national and international platforms; Krish for
SAATHI which is an app for children with special
needs and Dhruvi for ‘Easy Brush’ which is a
biodegradable toothbrush. To be invited as participants to an illustrious event such as this workshop is, indeed, a huge honour and recognition.
Equally laudable are the efforts of Chinmay
Karwa, of Class VII, AIS Gur 46, who secured
the first rank in north zone national level Vidyarthi Vigyan Manthan held at Indian Institute of
Technology at the Benaras Hindu University on
May 29, 2022. In fact, 18 Amitians fetched top
spots in this mammoth competition with eight
lakh student participants. Only 360 students made
it to the nationals, in this event that tested all aspects of science, both practical and theoretical.
Our children have proven that intelligence and innovation can be honed at any age and also that,
with dedication and perseverance, one can move
past any barrier to reach one’s destination.G T

The better
alternative

When the news that India had
banned single use plastic
(SUP) hit the headlines, I was
both elated and excited that
we had finally taken that first
step towards a healthier
planet. But my happiness was
Vira Sharma
short-lived, a visit to a nearby
Managing Editor
grocery store made me realise
what a long way we have to go in achieving this
dream. It also prompted me to re-emphasise how
we must fully adopt the first two Rs (Reduce and
Reuse) of sustainability before we move towards
the third R (Recycle) in our lives.
So, as I got to the billing station, I was taken
aback to see all the items being packed in a polythene bag. When I said that I had brought my
own cloth bag and, that they shouldn’t be using
plastic at all, I was met with a displeased retort.
“It is recyclable plastic, mam!” When I pointed
out that plastic is still plastic, even if it is recyclable, the plea still fell on deaf ears. And this
made me think that replacing SUP with recyclable plastic surely cannot be a long-term solution.
It may not pose a problem today, but who knows
the menace it can create in the future? After all,
the problem with single-use plastic has not
cropped up overnight, it is the result of decades
of indiscriminate use. So, the need of the hour
is not to just recycle, but first fully adopt the
mantra of ‘reduce’ and ‘reuse’.
In this context, let me share a WhatsApp message- “If we can carry a 200gm mobile, a 100gm
charger, a 200gm power bank and a 1kg laptop,
then carrying a 30gm cloth bag shouldn’t be a
problem.” So the next time we go for shopping,
let’s carry our own cloth bags!G T
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At the age of 84, Morarji
Desai was appointed as the
4th prime minister of India.

EVM: The democracy
Editorial

The Ups And Downs In The Journey Of Our Dear Friend ‘EVM’

Y

Imaging: Pankaj Mallik, GT Network

Arshiya Tyagi, AIS Gur 46, XI B

ou don’t really have to be a
woke citizen to prophesise
the significance of voting in
upholding a democracy. While the
ones eliciting a vote and the ones voting, both stand to be crucial stakeholders, the medium of casting this
important decision should also be
given due credence.
From traditional ballot systems in ancient Greece, where voters casted their
votes on broken pieces of pots, often
known as ostraka to modern day paper
ballot system, and finally the Electronic Voting Machines, the medium
to caste a vote has surely come a long
way. However, it was with the advent
of EVMs in 1881 that the entire
process went a complete overhaul.
Making it easier for the voter to caste
vote and for the electoral councils to
count the same, it truly transformed
the election process. It reduced the
scope of invalid votes, expedited the
processing of results, and brought in
the option of NOTA. One pondering
close-up and its easy to spot the roads
that both democracy and the medium
of democracy have travelled, each
going from strength to strength and
evolving along the way.
Used for the first time on January 23,
1973, during the US House of Representatives election, the EVM has had
a long journey since, one that has been
dotted with controversies. From alle-

gations such as less credible to not
being kept under proper security to
political parties hacking and even influencing the machines, it has faced
all. But then isn’t that what the spirit
of democracy stands for, giving all the
stakeholders a freedom to form their
opinion and express the same.
The first ever demand to abandon the
machine came in 2009, when BJP
faced electoral defeat. Poor machine
faced the wrath once again post the
2014 Lok Sabha elections with the allegations that it was hacked; this time

BJP had won. Not just in India, the
machine has found itself in the middle
of controversy in other countries too.
The 2000 Florida presidential election
or the elections in Botswana in 2018
were all marred with controversy,
courtesy- EVMs; similar allegations
arising from the ones who lost.
Democracies too have found themselves in similar imbroglio; each time
disagreements turned to uproars and
voices have been far too many to turn
into noise. Many have suggested
monarchy as the absolute regime.

But, whatever the controversy, the
electoral councils have always rallied
for this medium. In India, the Election
Commission of India claims the machine are tamperproof, going as far as
conducting a hackathon in 2017 inviting political parties to hack the machine. In Botswana too, the election
commission gave the nod of approval
to EVM. Likewise, with its own pitfalls, democracy has had the backing
of majority of the populace, and been
deemed the way forward.
Up until now, there have been a total
of 31 countries who have either used
or tested EVMs. Out of these 31, 11
are still using them, five are running
pilot projects on the same, three have
discontinued it. 11 countries who ran
pilots have decided to discontinue
them, the reasons being far and wide.
For instance, Finland found the risks
of these machines outweighing the
benefits; Germany found them unconstitutional and so on. In the contemporary scenario, there are several
non-democratic nations, some where
democracy prevails but to utter dissatisfaction of the common public and
then there are some where democracy
runs the show.
Both EVM and democracy have come
a long way and continue to traverse a
path with its peaks and valleys. But
considering that one is a medium to
achieve the another, their intertwining
like the fingers of opposite hands
seems only natural. G T

The need of the hour
It’s Time To Know More About Our Own Planet

W

Radhika Kapoor, AIS Vas 6, Alumna

e ‘humans’ are always so
busy with our lives that we
often forget to give a single
thought to our surroundings, and even
if we ever do look around us, what we
see is our own individual progress. We
pay full attention to technical advancements, infrastructure, etc, but fail to observe the actual changes happening in
our nearby environment.
Our forests, clean water bodies, regularity of the seasons, health of the beautiful
living creatures - all are undergoing a
change. Still ignoring all these changes,
we are moving forward because who
cares if the planet is suffering? We are
fit and fine. It is this very attitude that
Continued from p1...

On message for Amitians

Before I became a full-time artist, I
spent ten years putting my writings,
drawings and all the other ideas I had
online. So, if you’re an artist, don’t
wait until you become a full-time artist
to make art. If you’re a writer, start

has led to undeniable and unpredictable
climatic events, be it the wildfires damaging the forests and wildlife, the excessive rainfall drowning cities and towns,
poor air quality index and the list is endless. What’s important to note here is
that all of this has not happened in a day,
we have been getting reminders from
our planet and environment in some
form or the other. Yet, our ignorance to
these reminders has brought us to a
stage where climate change has become
so evident. The incidents are increasing
day by day as our graph of advancement
is going up.
We need to realise that our time is running out. The scariest thing about all
these changes in climatic conditions is
the limited time in our hands to fix it.
writing. If you are a singer, start
singing. If you’re a musician, start
making songs. Though success is not
guaranteed, and it takes a lot of time,
but the only way to stay true to your
passion is to know that you just want
to do it. Besides, there are so many
ways you can start being an artist. You
can post something on the internet

The increasing rate of acceleration of
the temperature is more than the rate of
our runners on the field. The temperature going up creates enormous problems like melting of glaciers, heating up
of the oceans, increase in the level of
carbon dioxide, and so many more issues that we might not be able to control
at once in the future. Right now, we are
running towards a stage where climate
change could be irreversible.
The need of the hour is to change the
way we live and treat our environment.
Our planet is not a bowl of fruits where
we can take up whatever part we wish;
we must set limits and keep returning to
the part we take up as these precious resources are not free gifts of God.
Human and earth development should
go hand in hand. Even the smallest effort taken together brings us one step
closer to a happy, sound and healthy
earth. Stop waste of any kind, celebrate
and cherish the precious world, stand up
for the space gifted to us if you see any
wrong happening; the world is full of
inconceivable theories and its maintenance is in our hands, each one of us.
The planet must be preserved, and we
need to shut the ringing alarm of the
changing climate. G T

today and become famous tomorrow if
you’re lucky. So, start doing whatever
it is that you want to do. You don’t
have to drop your current life in order
to do these things. Just go get it!
You can find out more about Nishant on his
Instagram page, @thesneakyartist, and his
website, sneakyartist.com.

GT M@il

Issue: Page 3, July 4, 2022
Dear Editor,
This is in reference to the
article ‘Tuition or tension?’
published on page three of
the GT Edition dated July 4,
2022. Private coaching has
become an indispensable
part of every student’s life
in the current scenario.
Almost every student takes
private coaching to ace the
race of academic
excellence. Touching this
very important aspect, The
Global Times, through its
informative article has
perfectly portrayed the pros
and cons of private tuitions.
The writer has provided a
perfect layout for the
parents to take a sound
decision before sending
their children to private
coaching centres. The
article has touched all the
view points to be carefully
analysed before enrolling a
child in any private tuition.
Thank you, The Global
Times, for bringing forth a
wholesome discussion.
Namya Jain, AIS PV, X D

Indian PMs

The braveheart Rani Didda
PV Narasimha Rao, India’s ninth Prime
Minister, was multilinguist and knew almost
14 languages.

T

Heroes of past
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Valour extraordinaire
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he human heart has always been stirred by tales of valour and adventure, and whenever we hear such stories, we cannot help but
look up to those heroes who have chiseled their names onto the stone of history with the weight of their accomplishments. Such
legends deserve to be celebrated and remembered for their bravery and all that they have done in the past to make the present
better. Here’s presenting the saga of one such warrior, Rani Didda, who changed the course of history for the better.
Part 15

Name: Rani Didda
Born on: 924 CE
Died on: 1003 CE
Position held: Ruler of Kashmir from 980 CE to 1003 CE
Noteworthy achievements: Rani Didda acted as regent for
her son and various grandsons from 958 CE to 980 CE.
From 980 CE onwards, she ruled Kashmir as sole ruler and
monarch for a period of twenty-three years, the longest by
a female warrior after king Vikramaditya, taking it to
glorious heights and making Kashmir the most powerful
kingdom in medieval Asia.
Biography to read: Ashish Kaul’s historical fiction
‘Didda: The Warrior Queen of Kashmir’

The roots of the warrior

Whenever we talk about Indian female warriors, the very first
name that comes to our mind is Rani of Jhansi. However, there
are several unsung women whose contributions to Indian history
cannot be ignored and one such example is that of Rani Didda.
She was born to King Simharaja of Lohara, a kingdom which lay
in the Pir Panjal range of mountains on a trade route between
western Punjab and Kashmir. Since her childhood, Didda suffered
from a deformity in her leg because of which King Simharaja refused to consider Rani Didda as heiress to the throne.
Missing on the love and affection from her father’s end, Didda
was taken care of by Valaga, an African origin maid. It was Valaga
who made all the efforts to instill the characteristics of a fearless
woman in Didda, making her one of the strongest female personalities in the history of Kashmir.
When Rani Didda turned 26, she was married to the King of Kashmir, Ksemagupta, thus uniting the Kingdom of Lohara with that
of her husband’s. After a few years of marriage, Ksemagupta died
following a violent fever and was taken to Ksemamatha in Varahamula (presently Baramulla) where he died in 958 CE. Soon
after the death of Ksemagupta, the first challenge came when the
courtiers gathered for the funeral, and there was a huge pressure
on Rani Didda to commit sati. She refused to follow the ritual by
mentioning that she had to live to protect her son Abhimanyu II.
As Abhimanyu was still a child, Rani Didda acted as his regent
and effectively exercised sole power. However, even before she
resumed this responsibility, Rani Didda always had considerable
influence in state affairs, since women in Kashmir were always
held in high regard compared to other societies. Coins have been
found from the region that show both her name and that of
Ksemagupta. Didda’s influence, however, created enemies for
her, especially the well-entrenched Prime Minister Phalguna,
whose daughter Chandralekha was also married to the king.

The sword of the warrior

The legend of Rani Didda is replete with stories
of struggles against prejudice and patriarchy. Even though she was physically
disabled, her rule is the utmost representation of the peak of women’s
power in Kashmir and is therefore famously known as the ‘Witch Queen’ or
the ‘Catherine of Kashmir’, as a reference to the Empress of Russia, Catherine The Great.
Didda’s very first task after becoming a
regent was to get rid of the troublesome
ministers and nobles, whom she was able to
expel from office. She displayed great ruthlessness in executing not only the rebels
who had been captured but also their families. When more trouble erupted in 972 CE
with Abhimanyu’s death, she anointed his
son, Nandigupta, still a young child himself,
to the throne. This caused restlessness among
the Damaras, who were feudal landlords, and
later led to huge problems for the

Text: Anushikha Peer, AIS Noida, XI F

Lohara dynasty.
Another challenge she faced came from Ksemagupta’s sisters’
sons, Mahiman and Patala. In one such incident, Mahiman and
Patala gathered many allies, especially Brahmins from Lalitadityapur, and surrounded her when she was visiting the Padmaswamin temple. She managed to negotiate and bribe some of
the supporters and placate others. Following which her faithful
minister, Naravahana helped her win a victory over the rest.
In fact, Didda did not refrain from killing and suppressing many
rebels. One of them was Yashodhara, a warrior whom she sent
to subdue Thakkana, the ruler of a neighbouring kingdom of
Shahi descent. Yashodhara won the battle and came back expecting a hero’s welcome, but instead there was a botched-up attempt
by Rani Didda to arrest him, as she had grown fearful of his

prowess. The warrior revolted and many nobles joined him. However, she managed to suppress him with the help of the ministers
and once again, the rebels and their relatives were brutally killed.
Winning over such innumerable incidents, Didda witnessed the
demise of her grandson, Nandigupta in 973 CE, and then of his
younger brother, Tribhuvanagupta in 975 CE. Grief stricken,
Didda soon anointed her third grandson, Bhimagupta, to the
throne, again with herself as the regent. Well, the third grandson
also passed away in 981 CE. The death of her grandsons one after
the other raised speculations against Didda where many accused
her of witchcraft behind the deaths. With no next heir to the
throne, Didda announced herself to be the ruler of the kingdom.
She ascended the throne and ruled it for twenty-three years
peacefully till her last breath. During her rule, she also
issued ‘Sri Didda’ coins, which are still available for
sale on the internet.

The legacy of the warrior

Apart from political
upheavals,
Rani
Didda faced her
own share of personal grief as well.
After her only
child Abhimanyu
died, it took her a
year to come to
terms with the loss.
Grief-stricken, she immersed herself in the
task of building various
architectural splendors to
commemorate her son, like
the Abhimanyusvamin temple and Abhimanyupura,
presently called Bimyan.
She laid the foundation of
Diddasvamin temple, the Diddapura town, and the Diddamath, presently situated in
Srinagar and famously known as the
Diddmar area. As mentioned by historian-poet Kalhana, in his expansive treatise on Kashmir titled Rajataringini, Rani
Didda laid the foundation of 64 such architectural wonders.
Rani Didda died at the age of 79 in 1003 CE,
quashing rebellions periodically by using her
standard combination of bribery, appeasement,
and ferocious reprisal. Thus, on her demise, a
new dynasty, the Lohara dynasty, took power in
Kashmir. Mahmud of Ghazni attacked Kashmir
twice, in 1015 and 1023, and Didda’s successor,
Samgramaraja, was the only king in India to defeat him, partly because of the strong army and
administration created by Rani Didda. Indeed,
Rani Didda set an extraordinary example of
women dominance by fighting all the
harsh rules of a male-dominated society.

The blackout
Senior

Storywala

I

Arnav Goel, AIS Gur 43, X

t had been a normal day for
Alicia at work, cataloguing
books, issuing library cards,
and drinking coffee. She was relaxed but tired, as one would
normally be having worked the
whole day. So, as soon as the day
ended, she headed back home.
However upon reaching, as she
rifled through her purse for keys,
she noticed that the front door of
her house was ajar. She became
alert, with her eyes and ears wide
open. Gathering courage still,
she stepped inside and cried out,
“Adam? Liz?”, only to receive
utter silence in response. She
called their names once again
and tried to locate them inside
the house, but to no avail. One
could hear the anxiety in her
voice as her attempts failed, for

Though Alicia was
starting to feel a little
light-headed and
dizzy, she bravely
made it to the Diner.

this had never happened before.
Her children always informed
her before leaving the house unattended. In a state of panic, she
tried calling the police, but her
phone was dead. Alicia was now
distraught and unpleasant scenarios were racing through her
mind. To counter the same, she
went outside for some fresh air
and started trudging towards the
Diner, the only place in the town
that was working at this odd
hour. She quickened her pace as
soon as she saw the lights on, but
the path seemed to go on forever.
Due to power faliure, the whole
town was pitch dark. Though
Alicia was starting to feel a little
light-headed and dizzy, she
bravely made it to the Diner. To
her utter dismay however, her
family wasn’t there. Worried, she
asked the waitress for a sweet

lime to steady her nerves. The
waitress came over with the lime
and uttered, “The grid had collapsed, and the power has been
out for a few hours. Luckily, we
have a backup to power the
restaurant.” “That explains the
darkness,” murmured Alicia.
But before she could ask about
the whereabouts of her children,
the waitress chimed in, “I have
to ask you a question though;
why aren’t you at the party?”
“What party?” Alicia inquired
all puzzled. “The Grand Fiesta
party in the neighbouring town,”
she replied. The Grand Fiesta
was an annual celebration that
took place in Alicia’s neighbourhood every year on May 5. Upon
hearing the name thus, Alicia
looked at the calendar and suddenly it all made sense to her the deserted houses and the ab-

WORDS VERSE

sence of her kids.
Consequently, Alicia left the
Diner a little assured and started
walking towards the neighbouring town. She reached there in
no time and there was the jamboree everyone had been talking
about for months. The event was
grand and well-organised. Thus,
to not grab unnecessary attention, all while looking for her
children, Alicia grabbed a sombrero and joined the celebrations. The very next moment,
she bumped into Adam. Before
Alicia could chide him, he jauntily added, “Oh mom, you made
it. I thought you were stuck at
work. It’s amazing here. The
music and food are amazing. Liz
is beside the band. She is looking
for you.” As soon as Liz caught
her eye thus, Alicia sighed with
relief knowing that her children
were safe. She rushed to meet
her daughter, who was enjoying
and dancing merrily to the beats
of the music. Stress-free now,
she then met her friends present
at the event next and had a great
relaxing time with them. As
such, the festivities went all
night. Though the night had been
a little stressful for Alicia as a
mother looking for her children,
but she was relieved in the end
to find her children healthy and
safe, and as they say, ‘all’s well
that ends well’. G T

Nature’s heart
breaking opera
Ayden Sharma
AIS Gurugram 46, XII

I am a teensy-weensy bird
Flying clumsily in the sky
As my forest is no longer alive
The humble old maple tree
On which my family relied
Now stands buried under
The callous of human might

My feathers turn dark
From their sparkling white

As factories blow up poison
Right in front of my sight
The scorching heat takes
All down like marshmallows
Toasted on the bonfire aloud

It is not only my story
Now it’ll be the bear wild
Speaking what he feels like
I am a huge husky bear
Balancing on the little ice
As nothing has been left
Since global warming hiked

I am no longer my usual green
With my trees slashed down
And filthy garbage abound
Which kills me all year round
Now, I need a megalith fan
To save me from this torrid heat
And tissues to wipe as I weep

I call out to humans to stop
To give me back my fertility
Put an end to climate change
That’s happening for your needs
Show me you can do good deeds
Try and correct your blunders
Show me you can do wonders

At last, it’s me, the poet
I would share what I feel
Let’s plant more trees around
And transform nature into
What it has always been
Slowly let’s aim for a giant leap
Making earth a happy place!G T

Lakshita
Agrawal

Lakshita Agrawal, AIS Saket, X

INGREDIENTS

Bread slices ................................................................................ 8
Green capsicum (diced).................................................... 1/4 cup
Onion (diced).................................................................... 1/4 cup
Corn .................................................................................. 1/4 cup
Olives (cut in half) .......................................................... 6 pieces
Mozzarella cheese (grated) .............................................. 1/4 cup
Pizza sauce.................................................................... as desired
Cheese spread .................................................................... 2 tbsp
Melted butter ...................................................................... 1 tbsp
Ketchup............................................................................ 1/4 tbsp
Salt .............................................................................. as per taste

PROCEDURE

n In a bowl, add some cheese spread, butter and ketchup, and mix
well to make the pizza sauce.
n Now to prepare the filling, in another bowl, add diced capsicum,
onion, olives, corn, grated mozzarella cheese, pizza sauce, and
salt as per taste. Mix well.
n Take the bread slices and cut them using a round-shaped cutter.
This will give you eight bread circles.
n Now, using a round cutter, make a hole in the center of four
bread slices to make them look like donuts.
n Once done, evenly spread the prepared sauce on the remaining
slices without holes and place those with holes on top of them,
one on each.
n Now put the filling prepared in the center of these mini circles
(as shown in pic).
n Next in a baking tray, arrange the mini pizza circles and bake
them at 180 degrees celsius for about 10-12 minutes.
n After baking, brush a little butter on the top of each of them.
n Your mini disc pizzas are ready! Serve it hot and enjoy the
scrumptious treat!

CROSSWORD

I gaze deep in frigid water
Right next to my solitary ice
And I see my dear brother
Lying dead beneath the ice
What do I say at this sight?
Where are all my loved ones?
Why are they slowly dying?

I can only curse the humans
Who don’t care about my plight
And continue to bake earth
For the expanse of their lives
Now I won’t be telling my tale
It would be our mother earth
Recounting her upsetting wails

Mini disc
pizza

Ishanya Sharma, Dyuti Sood, & Tanvi Anand, AIS Gur 43, XII

Test how old school are you by completing this
easy yet informative puzzle on archaic words…
1

Expectations
I cry I scream I shout I grieve
I attempt work always in relief

They say they want best for me
Expectations are higher than sea

Look up, stand tall, never fall
Or your dreams will never call

I am asked to be extraordinary
Who cares about being merry

Why throughout my whole life
Will continue this ongoing fight

I can’t seem to find any solution
To this series of confusion.G T

3

4

Pavani Joshi
AIS Noida, Alumna

2

5

6

8

7

ACROSS
1. A fine fellow
3. Used to express surprise or sarcasm
6. Worthy of being desired
8. To another place in a different direction
9. Sinful
11. A large amount
12. To soil by trailing through water or mud

10

12

9
11

DOWN
2. Haughty, proud
4. A foolish person
5. A coward
6. Dark, dim, or misty
7. Between
10. A reward or recompense

Answers: Across - 1. Bawcock 3. Quotha 6. Concupiscible 8. Elsewither
9. Peccant 11. Mickle 12. Daggle
Down- 2. Orgulous 4. Mooncalf 5. Niddering 6. Caliginous 7. Betwixt 10. Meed

Mosaic
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Dr Manmohan Singh served as India’s
13th prime minister and is credited
for pulling the country out of economic
crisis in 1991.

Indian PMs

Rajiv Gandhi, the youngest-ever
Prime Minister of India, was also a
trained pilot and employed by Indian
Airlines in 1970.

The banyan’s tale
Short story

O

Zainab, AIS Saket, VII

ne summer, when I was young, I
went on a jungle trail. The trail was
quite long and led to a small pond
surrounded by rocks. The thought of cool
water made me long to go swimming. Without wasting any time, I made some peanut
butter sandwiches as well as packed some
pineapple biscuits to eat after swimming. A
solo picnic seemed like a perfect way to bid
farewell to the warm summer sun!
Trudging along the path slowly, I came
across a majestic banyan tree. The tree
loomed over me like a giant and its branches

Motu Patlu

seemed to call out to me to climb up on them.
The sun was shining bright, and my stomach
grumbled in hunger. I sat down, leaning
against the tree, and devoured the food I had
packed. The trunk felt cool and soft against
my skin, something I didn’t expect. A cool
wind started blowing, lulling me into a deep
sleep. When I woke up, it was very dark. I
started to feel scared amidst the dark woods
and whispered to myself, “I wish there was
someone with me.”
Suddenly, I heard someone speaking, “Don’t
be sacred. I am here; nothing can hurt you!”
The voice seemed to be that of an old man. I
looked around, trying to find whose voice it

POEM

Mosaic
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Hanging planter

When I woke up, it was very
dark. I started to feel scared
amidst the dark woods and
whispered to myself, “I wish
there was someone with me.”

was, but it seemed to me like the voice was
reverberating from within the tree. Although the voice was comforting, I felt
frightened as I still couldn’t see anyone. I
gathered courage and asked, “Who are you?”
and the voice replied, “I am a tree spirit. I
live here, in the banyan tree.”
I was astonished to find that there’s something called a tree spirit, and, moreover, the
spirit could talk. Not being able to control my
excitement, I engaged in a conversation with
the tree spirit, and so many stories and secrets of the jungle were revealed. The spirit
also mentioned how lonely it felt as many of
its friends, i.e., other tree spirits, had to flee
as their trees were mercilessly hacked down
by humans to fulfill their selfish purposes. “I
have lived in this tree for over a hundred
years now. However, I think these humans
will come soon and attack my abode as well.
I, too, will have to leave like my friends.”
After listening to the tree spirit, I realised
how greedy human beings are. I felt bad and
all I said was a heartfelt sorry for all the
wrong that was being done to his friends. I
vowed to not let anyone destroy the old
banyan tree and bid it farewell with promises
to visit again. “The birds and insects give me
company, but it still gets lonely. I will wait
for you to return,” the spirit replied.
I still visit the old banyan tree and narrate stories about the world outside, and in return, it
tells me stories about the amazing world of
tree spirits. G T
So, what did you learn today?
A new word: Reverberating
Meaning: A loud noise or sound that
repeats several times

Maira Shadab, AIS Vasundhara 6, VIII

How can the tale of Motu Patlu be told
Until all other cartoons are clean-bowled
With their clumsy and clueless personality
Birth of stumbling issues happen rapidly

When these two are with their friends
All other problems tend to completely end
Solving hurdles with quick-witted mind
Leaves the list of impending evils behind

Riddle
fiddle
Anant Mahajan
AIS Vasundhara 1, III

1. Why did the cycle collapse?
2. Why do bees have such
sticky hair?
3. What is full of holes but cannot hold water?
4. What gets wet while drying?
5. What has many keys but
can’t open any door?
6. What runs around the entire
yard without moving?
7. What never ask questions
but is always answered?
8. What can go up and down
without moving?

Dr. Jhatka’s amazing scientific creations
Let Motu neglect his samosa temptation
Ghasitaram’s experience in every field
Leaves all his clueless reaction revealed

Know me

My name: Anvi Jain
My Class: I D
My school: AIS Gurugram 43
My birthday: June 26

It’s me

My favourites

Teacher: Alta Mukherjee ma’am
Subject: Mathematics
Game: Hide and seek
Cartoon: Peppa pig
Food: Dal baati
Mall: Elante Mall, Chandigarh
Book: Cinderella

My dreams and goals

Hobby: Colouring
I like: Playing
I dislike: Sleeping
My role model: My mother
I want to become: A doctor
I want to feature in GT because: I’d like to see
myself in The Global Times!

Junior

9

Inspector Chingum’s pride on his might
Ends up making the robbers fear in fright
We love watching the cartoon duo so much
That we can only enjoy, never misjudge! G T

Jaivardhan

Jaivardhan Singh Sisodia, AIS Gurugram 43, VII

MATERIALS REQUIRED

n Empty plastic bottles-3
n Enamel paint (any colour)-3
n Paint brushes

n Scissor/paper cutter
n Nylon wire roll-1

METHOD

n Take three plastic bottles and remove their labels.
n Now place one of the bottles horizontally on a flat surface. Pick
a black marker and draw a rectangle on the top surface of the
bottle. Make sure the rectangle you draw is wide and of good
length as it will be the opening to put soil and plant saplings.
n With the help of a paper cutter or scissor cut along the outline
of the marker. You will have a bottle with hollow center. Similarly, make hollow openings in the other two bottles.
n Next, poke two small holes on the top surface of the bottles on
each side of the hollow opening. Also, make two small holes
at the bottom surface of the bottles. Make sure the holes are at
the same place in every single bottle.
n Paint the bottles in three different colours of your choice.
n Let the bottles dry out completely for a few hours.
n Once they are dry, place all the bottles at a gap of 12 cm one
after the other horizontally on a flat surface.
n With scissors, cut 7 metre nylon wire from the roll.
n Insert one open end of the nylon wire through one of the holes
made at the bottom surface and the other open end of the wire
through the second hole on the opposite end.
n Similarly, pass the wire through the holes made on the top surface of the same bottle. Pull the whole wire up from both the
sides and secure a knot on each side.
n Using the same wire, repeat the process with the other two bottles as well.
n Once done, secure a knot by tying both the loose ends as it will
help you hang the planter on a wall.
n Now, plant any saplings of your choice in all the three bottles.
n Your hanging bottle planter is ready to be hung and add to your
home décor!

PAINTING CORNER

Yashasv Malik
AIS Pushp Vihar, IV

Answers: 1. Because it was
‘two’ tired 2. They use a honeycomb 3. Sponge 4. Towel
5. Piano 6. Fence 7. Doorbell
8. Temperature

Prompt Box
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Write your heart out

“Since 2018,
restaurants in India have
been vociferous in their objections against the business model
that Zomato and Swiggy have pursued in India for mainly two reasons.
These food delivery giants not only compel
restaurants to give unjustified discounts, but they also
use customer data to monopolise the food delivery business. Hence, ONDC’s move will enable localised food aggregators and small restaurants to thrive better. Customers
will get food at more competitive prices as restaurants will
not have to pay multinational aggregators. Restaurants will
also start using social media effectively to market their
products directly to the customer, making them selfreliant and more profitable in the long run.”
Anupriya Nayak, AIS Saket, XI E

Writing is an art and there’s no better platform
to exercise it than your own beloved GT! To
unleash the writer in you, GT brings you a
new topic every time and asks for your views
on the same. Here are some intriguing
responses from young writers at Amity for
the prompt…
“Recently, National Restaurant
Association of India (NRAI) has held
talks with Open Network of Digital
Commerce (ONDC) to end ZomatoSwiggy duopoly on food deliveries and
extend an opportunity to other
restaurant partners as well. If initiated,
what impact will it have on the current
dynamics of food delivery systems?”

B X

“NRAI’s decision to end the duopoly on
food deliveries has surely come as a breath of fresh air,
but it has both merits and drawbacks. On one hand, the
restaurant industry will acquire new online business
skills to compete with these aggregators, but on the flip
side, small restaurants and outlets, that depend on
Swiggy and Zomato for deliveries, may not be able to
sustain independent delivery services and end up losing
their market.”
Pari Mishra, AIS VKC Lucknow, XII E

“This move would lead
to a massive collapse in the earnings of the
local Indian food firms, because Swiggy and Zomato
operate a marketplace model that involves customers,
restaurants and riders. It will be very difficult to incentivise all three leading to massive cash burn. Plus, these
firms aren’t adept yet in the logistics of the delivery system, including packaging and hygiene norms. So, if left
out to fend for themselves without any skill enhancement
training or help, these will end up suffering huge financial losses and might even shutdown if push comes to
shove. Hopefully, the Restaurant Network Providers
(RNP) would do something about it.”
Gursimran Kaur, AIS VYC Lucknow, XI B

“We are accustomed to the food delivery systems
currently maintained by Swiggy and Zomato. So, customers’ possible frustration with having to switch to another ordering platform, coupled with the duopoly’s dented
market shares, means that the duopoly will learn to adapt
to the situation and make changes to their business models.
Restaurants have long complained about these apps’ high
commission charges and lack of control over their products; hence the emerging restaurant network providers or
food delivery platforms will focus more on benefitting
their partner restaurants than on profit for themselves.”
Ananiaah Wheeler, AGS Gurugram, IX

“This decision will prove
beneficial on two fronts, it will be
great for budding entrepreneurs in the industry, and also for the customers. A recent probe has revealed how Swiggy and Zomato are guilty of data-masking
and charging customers escalated costs compared to offline orders. Hence, if equal opportunities are given to others, this will
create a well balanced playing field in the industry.”
Geetaali Malhotra, AIS Gurugram 43, XII C

The prompt

“If big companies like Zomato or
Swiggy shut down, the first and foremost impact will be huge unemployment for the
large number of people working there. People working
in the various sectors of these big companies, including
the deliverymen, will lose their jobs. This will add to the already
unemployed population of the nation. On the other hand, the demand for dine-in services might go up because consumers will
want to order food in person rather than try out a new app.”
Sia Chandna, AIS Vas 1, XI D

“With this step, restaurants
will emerge with their own delivery systems. It
is also likely that they will partner with other restaurants to
build an efficient food delivery system that could change the dynamics of how consumers interact with such portals. A direct link
from restaurants to customers will enhance customer experience,
not to mention lower the costs to some extent. This change can
be pursued to oppose and recover from the exploitation they
have faced at the hands of Zomato and Swiggy. Due to a high
commission fee, many restaurants have had to shut down during
the pandemic. This step will create an independent position for
them in the market and create entrepreneurship opportunities.
Although the consumers might take time to adapt to a new system of online food delivery, restaurants can exercise control over
their own products.”
Avni Jain, AIS Noida, XI H

“According to a Moneycontrol report,
a note prepared by ONDC on collaboration with restaurants reads, ‘with multiple
NPs (network partners) offering their
services on the open network with no pre-filters, it
will
help
break
away
from
the
current
monopolisation/cartelisation of the online food delivery ecosystem’. Under the ONDC system, restaurant network providers
(RNPs) may focus only on aggregating restaurants. The RNPs will
then bring on board such restaurants onto the ONDC network and
manage them afterwards. Additionally, they will educate the restaurants on how to work on their online business skills, packaging
and hygiene norms, and ensure that the food preparations are
as per the service level agreements. If this plan is initiated,
restaurants will have a huge benefit.”
Yashvi Singh, AIS Vasundhara 6, X B

“If multiple associations are given the chance
to offer delivery services, it will give more
choice to the consumers, and in turn help in improving the food
delivery system. However, any company that enters this space will have
to put in a lot of effort and resources as Zomato and Swiggy are established
players in this field. Of course, the current cartelisation of online food delivery
ecosystem will be hindered by the presence of different network partners and
customers will also have access to a larger market. Hence, it
would be a positive change but will be difficult to initiate.”
Jayati Jain, AIS Gurugram 46, X H

Indian PMs
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Narendra Modi is the 14th PM of
India. Currently, he has more
than 68M followers on Instagram
and 80M followers on Twitter.

With the introduction of ONDC (Open Network
of Digital Commerce), an integrated network will
allow more localised OOD aggregators to scale
their business; The NRAI (National Restaurant Association of India) is keen on utilising the full potential of ONDC. The decision’s greatest effect
will, therefore, be to mend some of the ecosystem’s wounds in the food tech sector by making
effective use of technology to support local restaurants’ long-term success without considerable hindrance from online meal delivery services.”
Ajay Chauhan, AIS Gwalior, XI B

“The average
Indian has grown dependent
upon food delivery apps. Both Swiggy and
Zomato have gained unprecedented profit during
COVID, hence, these companies need to face some
stiff competition, or it will become impossible to
make them accountable for their falling standards
such as high costs and high commissions. This new
move does mean new opportunities for restaurant
owners. Although, companies like Domino’s and
KFC are investing a lot of capital into making their
apps better, they still can’t compete against Swiggy
and Zomato because of a lack of diversity in cuisine. The only solution is to allow new companies
to grow without hindering the food delivery market. It must also be made sure that the employees
are treated well.”
Yashasvi Bharadwaj, AIS Mayur Vihar, XII I

“Swiggy and Zomato both
have a huge data base of
loyal and happy customers,
but on the flip side, the restaurants they collaborate with are not so
pleased. This is because the duopoly has
taken the market into their own hands with
increased commissions, and restaurants find
that they have less control over their own
products. A third party in the system will
prove to be good, for the economy, customers and restaurants in question.”
Pranavi Mendiratta, AIS PV, X C

Question: The world of fiction has offered the audience a wide range of characters. Which fictional character you like the most and why?

Vocabathon

Indian PMs

Vishwanath Pratap Singh was the 7th
prime minister of India. He held the
position for a short duration, i.e., from
1989-1990.

School Lounge
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The Battle of Wits For Young Linguists

World IP Day
Young innovators at World Intellectual Property Rights Day

W

Little Amitians fight it out in one of the battles of wits

Amity Group of Schools

ith an aim to enhance and enrich
the vocabulary of young minds as
well as to improve their linguistic
skills, the second inter Amity competition, ‘Vocabathon - The Battle of Wits’ was conducted
virtually from April 25-28, 2022. The mega
event envisioned by Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,
Chairperson, Amity Group of Schools and
RBEF, saw participation from 16 branches of
Amity Group of Schools pan India.
The mammoth event was hosted by seven
Amity International Schools of Delhi/NCR for
different classes, with AIS Gurugram 46 being
the overall organiser and host of the valedictory ceremony held on May 11, 2022. The glittering valedictory ceremony was graced by
Chairperson and eminent dignitaries from
Amity Universe, and other institutions.
The competition was conducted in three rounds.
The preliminary round (intra-school level) saw
each of the 16 participating schools conduct
competition in their respective classes, with the
top scorers of each class qualifying for the second round. In the second round (inter-Amity
level), 16 students of each class took part in MS
Forms elimination round, four of whom got
qualified for the finals. The four finalists of each
class went ahead to take part in the final round
which was a ‘Live Quiz Power Point Presentation’ round comprising five challenging subrounds, namely ‘Spell me Right’, ‘Word Chain’,
‘Unjumble Me’, ‘Name the Story’ and ‘Identify
the Picture’. With so many vocabulary competitions, Vocabathon’22 was successful in honing
the intrinsic linguistic abilities of students, all
while providing them with the golden opportunity to become world-ready.
The host schools of the event were: AIS Gurugram 46 (IV & XII), AIS Gurugram 43 (VI),
AIS Noida (III & IX), AIS Mayur Vihar (VIII),
AIS Pushp Vihar (I & V), AIS Saket (II & X),
and AIS Vasundhara 1 (VII). G T

Winners of ‘The Battle of Wits’
Class First

Second

Third

Raghavi Gupta,
AIS Gur 46

Siddhi Sati,
Dhruv Sharma,
AIS MV & Aarav
AIS VYC Lko
Lohia, AIS PV

Vivaan Shah,
AIS Saket &
Shambhavi
Chauhan, AIS PV

Anahita
Manchanda,
AIS Noida

Athira Singh,
AIS Vas 1

III

Savya Vashisht,
AIS Gur 43

Akshi Jain,
AIS Vas 1

IV

Shivrahul
Aggrawal,
AIS Vas 6

Apeksha
Agrawal,
AIS Noida

Arjunveer Chauhan,
AIS PV & Reyansh
Bansal, AIS Noida

I

II

V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XII

Venisha KM,
AIS Gur 43

Yashasv Malik,
Vikram Singh
Swasti Sharma,
AIS PV & Aatreyi
Sejwal, AIS Saket AIS Vas 6
Bose, AIS MV
Ridhaan, AIS Gur Agrim, AIS PV &
46 & Gauranshi, Atharv,
AIS Gur 43
AIS Vas 6
Ananya Agrawal,
AIS Gur 46

Navya Shukla,
AIS Noida

Yashasvini,
Vidhi Jain,
AIS Noida &
AIS Vas 1
Urvika, AIS Gur 46

Advika Singh,
AIS VKC Lko

Mudit Tiwari, AIS MV

Yoga: the art of living
Amity Celebrates International Yoga Day

A

Department of Physical
Education and Sports

mity Group Of Schools
celebrated
‘International Yoga Day’ on
June 21, 2022, in all the 17 AIS
branches across India. The event

conducted in hybrid mode saw
participation from students,
teachers and parents.
The theme of the event was
‘Yoga For Well Being’ , wherein
attendees learnt different yoga
asanas, surya namaskaar and
pranayam. Yoga experts of

Amitians synergise their mind, body and soul

ational CSIR awardees,
Krish Bhatnagar (XII)
and Dhruvi Gupta (X),
were extended a special invite to
the national workshop on ‘IP
and Youth: Innovating for Better
Future’. The workshop was organised by CSIR-National Institute of Science Communication
and Policy Research (CSIRNIScPR) to commemorate
World Intellectual Property
Rights Day on April 26, 2022.
The duo attended all the technical sessions and also gave enthralling presentations on their
journey towards innovation.
Held as a part of Azadi Ka

Krish Bhatnagar

Dhruvi Gupta

Amrit Mahotsav, the workshop
saw the presence of eminent
speakers like Dr Sujit Bhattacharya, chief scientist, Advisor/Dean Policy Research,
CSIR-NIScPR and Dr Kanika
Malik, senior principal scientist,

CSIR-NIScPR, who delivered
insightful lectures on topics like
‘Innovation and Entrepreneurship’, ‘Introduction to Intellectual Property Rights’, and
‘Technology Readiness Level
(TRL) Assessment’.

The thinking scientists
Winners Of Vidyarthi Vigyaan Manthan

Avika Wadera Avika Pandey,
Sharma, AIS PV AIS Saket

Anushka, AIS BelaAryaman Kaushik, Chinmay Karwa,
pur & Simranpreet
AIS Saket
AIS Gur 46
Singh Bhatia, AIS MV
Pakhi Bisht,
Arushi Kaushik, Ishika Agarwal,
AIS Gur 46 &
AIS Saket
AIS Vas 6
Manishka,
AIS Noida
Anubha Mathur,
AIS Gur 46

N

AIS Vasundhara 6

Amity shared the key role of
yoga in maintaining a healthy
life. Activities like essay writing,
poster making, and art and craft
were also held. The budding
artists designed beautiful posters
and wrote captivating slogans
depicting the benefits of yoga.
They also made beautiful paper
bags based on the theme. A
painting event based on the topic
‘Yoga: The Art of Living’ was
also held to sensitise the young
minds about the benefits of
yoga. Students also wrote essays
on the science of yoga and how
it affects school students as well
as pledged to adopt yoga as a
way of life. G T

Siddhant Kaura
AIS Gurugram 46

B

Chinmay Karwa
AIS Gurugram 46

Karan Kapoor
AIS Mayur Vihar

Parth Katoch
AIS Gurugram 46

Amity Group of Schools

udding scientists of Amity won big awards
at Vidyarthi Vigyaan Manthan held at Indian Institute of Technology, Benaras
Hindu University from May 28-29, 2022.
Siddhant Kaura (VII) AIS Gurugram 46, secured
first rank at the national level and was awarded
cash prize of 25,000 INR, and scholarship of 2000
INR every month for 1 year.
Amitians also claimed ranks as North Zone winners at the competition. Chinmay Karwa (VII) AIS
Gurugram 46, got first rank and cash prize of 5000
INR. Karan Kapoor (VII) AIS Mayur Vihar, Parth
Katoch (VIII) AIS Gurugram 46, and Shivam
Mukherjee (X) AIS Pushp Vihar, secured second
position and cash prize of 3000 INR. Aaarat
Chadda (X) AIS Noida, secured third rank, and
2000 INR cash prize. All the national and zonal
winners have also got the opportunity to do internship with reputed organisations.
Amitians also had their presence at state level of
the competition wherein, Nishit Kapoor (IX) AIS
Mayur Vihar, and Ritam Das ( IX ) AIS Gurugram
43 secured first rank. Anvesh Kushwa (IX) AIS
Gwalior and Anitej Singh (VI), Khyati Soni (VI),
Veeksha Agarwal (VI), Aditya Agarwal (VII),
Advitya Gaur (VII) and Maira Shadab (VII), all
from AIS Vasundhara 6 qualified to participate at
the state level.
At district level Chitranshi Singh (IX) AIS Gwalior
secired first rank, Sonam Gurjar (IX) AIS Gwalior,

Shivam Mukherjee
AIS Pushp Vihar

Aarat Chadda
AIS Noida

and Lakshita Agarwal (X) AIS Saket, secured second rank.
About VVM
Vidyarthi Vigyan Manthan (VVM), is a national
level, app based, science talent search examination, for school students of Class VI-XI, initiated
by Vijnana Bharati (VIBHA) in collaboration with
Vigyan Prasar, an autonomous organisation under
the Department of Science and Technology, and
NCERT. It is a national program for popularising
science among school students and is categorised
into school level (District level), state level and national level.
The top 20 rankers from each class for every state
qualified for participation in the state level. For
National level, top two students from each class
i.e., total 12 students from each state were invited
to a two-day national camp. The national level had
top 3 rankers per class as the national winners and
top 3 rankers per class, from each zone (North,
East, South and West), as the zonal winners. G T
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Gulzarilal Nanda served as the interim prime
minister of India twice for a duration of 13 days.
All top quotes contributed by
Rishi Garg, AIS Vasundhara 6, X D
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t’s no secret that cash, whether in hand or in bank, is a problem in society. For it’s an invention that can
set people up for potential robberies, scams, or sometimes even threaten their lives. The implementation
of a smart currency, a currency that replaces physical cash altogether, as such is the only way to avert this
crisis. And that’s exactly what the world has done with the launch of crypto. Developed from the concept of
digital cryptography that makes it immune to frauds such as double spending and counterfeiting,
cryptocurrency is a decentralised virtual currency that is stored in digital wallets housed entirely online and
easily accessed on mobile phones or PCs. As such, over the past demi decade, crypto has become ubiquitous,
disrupting (for good) the functioning of traditional financial and banking systems across the globe. With that
being said, let’s have a look at some of the most popular cryptocurrencies available today…

Name of the currency: Bitcoin
Founder: Satoshi Nakamoto
Launched in: 2009
Total in circulation: 19 million (as
of April 2022)
More about it: Bitcoin was the first
cryptocurrency ever created and is as
such accredited with the
establishment of the basic system of
cryptography and peer-to-peer
verification that is the foundation of
almost all forms of crypto available
today. It is one of the few
cryptocurrencies with a capped limit
as the founder restricted the number
of Bitcoins at 21 million in order to
control inflation that could otherwise
arise from an unlimited supply.

Name of the currency: Monero
Founder: Nicolas van Saberhagen
Launched in: 2014
Total in circulation: 18.1 million (as of
April 2022)
More about it: Unlike other
cryptocurrencies, Monero utilises privateenhancing technologies in order to ensure its
users’ anonymity. In this currency, the blockchain
is opaque, which, by concealing the addresses used by
participants, makes transaction details, such as the identity of the
receiver and the sender and the amount transferred, anonymous. As a
result, it is prone to illegal usage on the dark web.

Name of the currency: Dogecoin
Founder: Jackson Palmer
Launched in: 2013
Total in circulation: 132.67 billion
(as of April 2022)
More about it: Deemed as the first
joke cryptocurrency, Dogecoin was
designed as a way to satirise the
immense hype about
cryptocurrencies. As such, it
marketed itself as a fun version of

Bitcoin with a Shibu Inu (Japanese
dog) as its logo. However, with time,
as it gained people’s attention and
positive feedback, the founder was
motivated to buy a domain called
dogecoin.com and launch Dogecoin
as an altcoin. Having started as a
meme content, by late 2017, this
altcoin was participating in the
Cryptocurrency Bubble that sent the
values of many coins up significantly.

Name of the currency: Litecoin
Founder: Chalie Lee
Launched in: 2011
Total in circulation: 70.14 million
(as of April 2022)
More about it: Litecoin is often
termed as an early Bitcoin spin off
and is similar to it in its
technicalities. Just like Bitcoin, it has
a maximum supply limit too, which is

capped at 84 million coins. However,
it has a different algorithm and has
proven to be faster in block generation
as well as in the usage of Scrypt as a
proof-of-work scheme than Bitcoin.
Though it is not universally accepted
yet in order to fulfil its aim of
becoming a medium for daily
transactions, it is steadily making its
place in the world of cryptocurrencies.

Text: Shrey Srivastava & Shriya Pasricha, AIS Gurugram 43, VIII

Name of the currency: Ethereum
Founder: Vitalik Buterin Gavin
Launched in: 2015
Total in circulation: 120 million
(as of April 2022)
More about it: Ethereum is the
world’s second largest
cryptocurrency. It was originally
designed as a programmable
blockchain, which makes it unique,
for through it, users can create
applications that can run on the
blockchain exactly the way software
can run on a computer. This
cryptocurrency has seen immense
growth over recent years, making it
a de-facto speculative investment.
Besides, Ethereum’s ability to
perform computation as a part of the
mining process makes it stand out
from the rest.

Name of the currency: Cardano
Founder: Charles Hoskinson
Launched in: 2017
Total in circulation: 33.73 billion
(as of April 2022)
More about it: Cardano is a third
generation blockchain platform that
relies on proof-of-stake validation,
unlike Bitcoin whose mining requires
complicated proof-of-work
calculations and high electricity. As
such, its network is more balanced,
efficient, and sustainable. However,
similar to Bitcoin, it has a total
supply limit of 45 billion ADA (ADA
is the name given to its native coin
th
after Ada Lovelace, a 19 century
mathematician). Apart from that, its
aim is to develop the network into a
decentralised application platform
just like Ethereum.

